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All rights reserved. The information contained in this document is for internal use only: for 
employees of secaron and the companies that are known as employers or customers. Due to 
the fact that this document contains intimate and confidential information, it is prohibited to 
pass this document in written, electronic or any other form to other persons, companies or 
foreign entities without a written agreement of sytrust GmbH.  
If you received this document in unjustified ways please contact Fa. SyTrust GmbH, 
Ludwigstr.55, 85399 Hallbergmoos, Germany, Telefon: +49 (0)811 9594-400 
 

1 Document-Data 

1.1 Responsibility 

Author:  André Heuer  
Michael Zeiler 

   Wolfgang Wirner 
Owner:  SyTrust GmbH 
Purpose:  for internal use 
 

1.2 History 

Version 0.1:  18.02.02 André Heuer 
Version 0.2:  13.03.02 Michael Zeiler 
Version 0.3:  20.03.02 Michael Zeiler 
Version 0.4:  26.03.02 Michael Zeiler 
Version 0.41:  27.03.02 Michael Zeiler + Michael Landsmann 
Version 0.5:  08.04.02 Michael Zeiler + André Heuer 
Version 0.52:  17.07.02 Michael Zeiler 
Version 0.53:  25.09.02 Michael Zeiler 
Version 0.54:  30.09.02 Michael Zeiler 

1.3 Validity 

The validity of this document begins with the first release of version 01.00. This document is 
valid until explicit cancellation or until the official release of the following version. 
 

1.4 Software version 

TokenControl Version 2.0. 
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2 About TokenControl V2 Web GUI 

The TokenControl V2 Web GUI is the graphical user interface to TokenControl version 2.0 
software. The Web GUI provides user friendly access to most important functionality and 
settings of the TokenControl V2 software. Depending on group policies several rights can 
be set. Unauthorized functions are invisible and therefore, not accessible for non 
authorized users to prevent abuse. Due to the dynamic graphical user interface that 
prevents users using and even seeing non authorized functions, this GUI can be used by 
TokenControl V2 operators in almost the same manner as by TokenControl V2 users. 
The TokenControl V2 GUI integrates administrative tools, like policy settings and path 
settings, as well as client functions like token export, that were separated in TokenControl 
version 1.0.  
A further security aspect is that some critical settings and functions, e.g. edit trusted 
TokenControl certificates, can only be modified by the Administrator and it is not even 
possible to authorize others for these critical functions.  
The TokenControl V2 GUI allows the same functions and settings like the command line 
based TokenControl V2 Client Tool, but it is much more user friendly. The GUI can be 
accessed via every standard Internet browser. 
 
For further information about the TokenControl V2 software or the TokenControl V2 Client 
Tool please read the specific documentation. 
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3 Overview  

As mentioned above, the TokenControl V2 web GUI provides the same functionality as the  
command line based TokenControl V2 Client Tool (please view specific documentation) in a 
much more user friendly way. The Web GUI provides necessary functions for TokenControl 
V2 users, e.g. token export, administrative functions and setting options for 
TokenControl’s administrative operators. 
The TokenControl V2 Web GUI is based on four main modules that provide different 
functions or settings. 
 
The Token Management module allows simple functions, mainly for TokenControl V2 
users. Token export and token import as well as changing a token password or recovering a 
key are the main functions that are provided within this module. 
 
Creating, managing and editing of user groups is handled in the Group Management 
module. This module also allows to set and edit group specific policies for existing user 
groups. 
 
All TokenControl user related functions are handled in the User Management module of 
TokenControl V2 GUI. This module allows e.g. to reset user passwords or to lock/unlock 
specific users. 
 
Administrative functions, e.g. storage settings, of TokenControl V2 are located in the 
Administration module. This module also allows a user friendly view on the TokenControl 
V2 Log.  
 
The following documentation of the TokenControl V2 web GUI explains all functions and 
settings of these four modules in detail. 
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4 Token Management 

The Token Management module allows export of existing tokens to a storage 
location of choice, import of new tokens for a certain usage ID, change of token pass 
phrase and recovery of specific keys. 
All these functions are accessible via the Token Management submenu (opened via 
click on ). 
 
Note: 
Only the administrator is allowed to export tokens and to change token pass phrases for 
other TokenControl V2 users. All other users are only allowed to export their own tokens 
and to change the pass phrases for tokens owned by themselves. 
 

 
Token Management submenu 
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4.1 Token Export 

To export tokens select the token (usage ID and history level  see below) that should be 
exported and confirm the choice by clicking .  
 

 
Token export dialog 

 
Note:  
Export of tokens belonging to other users is only possible for the administrator: 
specification of user ID of the user whose token should be exported necessary then. 
 
TokenControl V2 requires information about the storage location and therefore a browser 
specific standard save box appears where the user is prompted to define the path to where 
the token should be exported. 
The history level means when you import two tokens for the same usage ID there will be 
one token history level 1 (first imported) and one token history level 2 (second imported). 
(E.g. When certificates (tokens) with expired value date are replaced with new tokens). 
The token with the highest history level (number) is the most recent token and thus the 
actual used token for the certain usage ID. 
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Note:  
Before exporting a token the first time after the token pass phrase has been set/reset 
(after token import or recovery), it is necessary to change the token pass phrase to an 
individual, private pass phrase (  4.3 Change Pass Phrase)   
 

4.2 Token Import 

Before importing new tokens to existing usage IDs, the user for whom the token should be 
imported has to be specified. If the user exists and if you are allowed to import tokens for 
the user’s group (  5.6 Token Import Policy), a token import dialog opens. 
 

 
Token Import dialog 

 
Select the usage ID (Notice! No Token import possible without explicit selection of an 
existing usage ID. No default usage ID is selected ) and browse for the token (certificate) 
that should be imported. Type in the correct token pass phrase (password of the token 
that should be imported) and optional the initial pass phrase (password needed to export 
the token). If no initial pass phrase is specified, the import will be done transparent (  
see 4.3 Change Pass Phrase) (Note: Transparent Import Key must be set in 
Administration  7.2 Transparent Import Key ) 
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Note:  
Before the imported token can be used (exported) the first time, it is necessary to change 
the token pass phrase!  Note explanations of password change and synchronization 
mode in next paragraph 
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4.3 Change Pass Phrase 

To change the pass phrase for a token it is necessary to specify a certain user via his user 
ID. 
 

 
Change Token Pass Phrase dialog 

 
In the Change Token Pass Phrase dialog an existing usage ID has to be selected to 
specify the token the password should be changed for. The pass phrase for a token can be 
changed by verifying the old token password, declaring and confirming a new one (  5.8 
Change Token Pass Phrase Policy ).  
 
Important Note: 
In some cases, the user has to consider some rules when changing his password after token 
import or after token recovery. This depends on the password synchronization policy set at 
5 Group Management. In the following, some definitions of important terms and some 
special cases of not transparent / transparent token import and password 
synchronization over usage ID / password synchronization over all tokens are 
explained in detail to clarify the handling of those settings. 
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• Not transparent token import 
Not transparent token import means that an initial password is set at token import 
for this token(  see 4.2 Token Import). Therefore, at the first token export, the 
owner of this token has to change this initial password. If the user has already some 
tokens in his token repository (if the token was not the first one imported for this 
user), it is necessary to set the password compliant to the password synchronization 
policy to ensure that pass phrases are the same within a usage ID or that all pass 
phrases are synchronized (  see below). 
 

• Transparent token import 
If no initial password is set at token import, the token will be imported transparent 
(  if 7.2 Transparent Import Key is set). 
If a token is imported transparent (no initial password set at import) and it is not 
the first token imported for a user, the user can get this token with the same 
password (no change of password necessary) of his other tokens. It depends on the 
password synchronization policy if it is the password of older tokens in the same 
usage ID (older history level) or the password of all other tokens.(  Function 
mainly referring for TokenControl V2 ClientTool).  
 

• All token pass phrases are synchronized 
Means that all token pass phrases of a user (belonging to the group this policy is set 
for) must be identical.  
E.g. after a not transparent (means an initial password was set) import of a new 
token, the user is forced to change the password at first export. When 
synchronization of all token pass phrases is activated, the user must set the same 
password for the new token, he has already for all his other tokens. 

 
• Token pass phrases are synchronized per usage ID. 

Means that the passwords of all tokens of a user within a certain usage ID must be 
the same.  
E.g. after a not transparent (means an initial password was set) import of a new 
token for a certain usage ID (suppose there is already an older token for this usage 
ID),  the user is forced to change the password at first export. As synchronization 
of token pass phrases within usage ID is activated, the user must ensure to set the 
same password for the new token, he has for all his other tokens within this usage 
ID. This means the user is allowed (but does not have) to set different pass phrases 
for tokens of different usage IDs. But the pass phrases for tokens within a usage ID 
(other history level) have to be the same. 

 
Examples: 
 

• Import first token for a user: 
A newly imported token with initial pass phrase and no other token imported before 
for the same user means, that this is the user’s only token. Therefore the initial 
password could (and must be changed before first use) be changed in a password of 
the users choice. It has no influence in this case if the token is imported 
transparent or not. 
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• Import further tokens 

Suppose that synchronization of passwords within usage ID is activated when 
importing another token for this usage ID. There is already an active token (the 
user has already changed initial pass phrase) in this usage ID (older history Level). 
So the pass phrase of the newly imported token (the first time the initial password 
must be changed) must be changed into the same pass phrase of the “old” token. 
This is because all tokens in one usage ID must have equal pass phrases.  

 
Suppose that synchronization of all passwords is activated. If there is already an 
active token (the user has already changed initial pass phrase) in the same or any 
other usage ID and a new token is imported (with initial password set). So the pass 
phrase of the newly imported token (the first time the initial password must be 
changed) must be changed into the same pass phrase of the active tokens. This is 
because all tokens must have equal pass phrases. 

 
 

4.4 Key Recovery 

With Key Recovery, token pass phrases of a user can be recovered (only if recovery was 
not deactivated at token import  5 Group Management). This function allows recovery of 
user tokens e.g. in case of a lost token pass phrase. It is important to know that the 
original pass phrase of the user is not stored within TokenControl V2. Therefore this 
password is not visible for anyone – not even for the administrator.  
The recovery function sets a new initial pass phrase for the recovered tokens, that allows 
the user to export his recovered token for the first time. The first time the user will fetch 
the token from TokenControl V2 he is forced to change this initial pass phrase. 
To recover the pass phrase for a token, it is necessary to specify a certain user via his user 
ID. If the user exists and you are authorized to recover his keys, the key recovery dialog 
will open. 
 
Note:  
Recovery only possible when recovery was activated at token import and still is activated 
for these token (usage ID)  5 Group Management. If recovery is deactivated for a certain 
usage ID, no token recovery will be possible. 
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Key Recovery dialog 

 

If you don’t want to recover all tokens of a user, e.g. only a certain usage ID, the usage ID 
of the token you want to recover has to be specified. If no certain usage ID is submitted, 
TokenControl V2 will recover all (recoverable) tokens belonging to the user. Therefore the 
user must only remember one pass phrase.  
 
Note:  
If Sync Pass Phrase for all usages is configured for the group the selected user belongs to 
(  5 Group Management ), it is only possible to recover all recoverable tokens. This is as 
Sync Pass Phrase for all usages requires the same password for all tokens (  see 4.3 
Change Pass Phrase) 
Before the user can use the “recovered” tokens he is forced to change the pass phrase for 
the recovered tokens.  
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5 Group Management 

The Group Management module of TokenControl V2 allows to create and delete 
specific user groups or usage IDs within these groups. The submenu of Group 
Management shows already existing groups. Policy settings for all existing user groups 
can be easily changed in the submenu of the specific user group (open by clicking the  in 
front of the user Group name) 
 
A click at Group Management (not the ) will show a list of existing groups (e.g. 
office, operator, user etc.). 
 

 
Group Management functions 

 
To remove an existing group from the TokenControl V2 system, select the group that 
should be removed from the list of existing groups and press the  button.  
 
Note:  
Group must not contain any users. Otherwise Token Control will remind you that the 
group is not empty and therefore can not be deleted. 
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To create a new group, simply type a specific group name of your choice in the New 
Group Name field. Create the new group by confirming your inputs with a click on 

. 
  
The meaning of the left column (Sync) at the listed groups will be explained later within 
this paragraph. 
To open the submenu of Group Management click at the  in front of Group 
Management. The submenu of Group Management contains all existing Groups. 
Clicking on a certain group opens the dialog to delete or create specific usage IDs for this 
group, to deactivate recovery for certain usage IDs and to change the synchronization 
mode of token pass phrases. 
 

 

 
Group Management submenu 

 
To delete an existing usage ID select a usage ID from the Actual Usage ID list and confirm 
your intention by clicking  . 
Create a new usage ID by typing a specific name in the New Usage ID field and by 
confirming your entries with the   button. 
TokenControl V2 allows to deactivate the token recovery of certain usage IDs. The 
Recovery column of the Actual Usage ID list (  see screenshot Group Management 
functions)  shows if recovery of tokens of the appropriate usage ID is possible (on) or not 
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(of). To disable the recovery for tokens of a certain usage ID, select an usage ID from the 
List and disable recovery with a click on the   button. 
 
Note:  
Recovery function can not be deactivated if all token pass phrases are synchronized as it 
must be ensured that all token pass phrases of a user are identical.  
 It is not possible to undo the recovery deactivation. Once deactivated it is not 
possible to reactivate token recovery for a certain usage ID (as meanwhile some tokens 
could be imported without creating recovery tokens at import). 
 
For each usage ID the History status is displayed in this dialog. On means that all old 
Tokens of a usage ID will be stored. After import of a new token for same usage ID, a new 
history level will be created.  allows to change the history status of a 
selected usage ID.  
 
Note: 
Turn off History means that all tokens of older history level will be deleted an can not be 
restored. Only one token will be stored for each usage ID. 
 
The status of the pass phrase synchronization is displayed for every user group (  see 
screenshot above: Group Management functions). Standard setting of TokenControl V2 is 
that all token pass phrases are synchronized. This means that all pass phrases of a user in 
this group must be synchronized. A user has to use the same pass phrase for all tokens 
independent of the usage ID. In this case “all” is displayed at the Sync column at Group 
Management (  see screenshot Group Management functions above) 
It is possible to change this policy once per group. When this policy is set to synchronized 
per usage ID  the pass phrases within the same usage ID must be synchronized. For newly 
imported tokens, every user must keep his pass phrase within existing usage IDs. The user 
can use different pass phrases for diverse usage IDs but all tokens within the same usage ID 
must have the same pass phrase. If synchronization per usage ID is activated, “usage” is 
displayed at the Sync column at Group Management (  see screenshot Group 
Management functions above). 
The  synchronization policy of pass phrases influences the possibilities of users when 
changing their passwords ( 4.3 Change Pass Phrase). 
 
Note:  
Once this policy is changed to synchronise per usage ID it is not possible to change 
this policy again. 
 
To see the configuration list of a certain group where all important policy parameters are 
specified you have to open the submenu of this group (clicking the ). 
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Specific Group submenu 

 
Now all policy options of the group policy are displayed in a group specific submenu. A 
more detailed explanation of all these options (Access Control, Protocol, Authentication 
etc.) follows in the next paragraphs. 
Policy changes of a group will not be activated until the new policy settings are saved and 
activated. This allows the change of different options (for a certain group) before the 
whole new policy is saved and activated. 
 
Note:  
It is not possible to make policy changes for different groups at the same time. Before 
editing the policy of an other group it is necessary to save and activate the currently 
edited policy or to discard the changes. TokenControl V2 will automatically remind you in 
this case. 

5.1 Access Control Policy 

The Access Control Policy defines which network addresses can access TokenControl V2. 
The NetMask defines which bits must match the IP (AND). 
It is possible to define single hosts or a network via NetMask: 
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• single host  
IP: 192.168.0.1 NetMask: 255.255.255.255 
 

• all the hosts in 192.168.0.x 
IP: 192.168.0.0 NetMask: 255.255.255.0 
 

• all hosts 
 IP: 0.0.0.0  NetMask: 0.0.0.0 

5.2 Protocol Policy 

The Protocol Policy defines which connection types (protocols) to TokenControl V2 are 
allowed. It is possible to allow http (hypertext transfer protocol) or the secure https. If 
higher security for the connection is required only secure http (https) should be enabled as 
the data transfer will not be encrypted when using http. 

5.3 Authentication Policy 

The Authentication Policy defines which authentication mechanism are allowed. 
Currently only authentication via ‘Certificate’ and ‘Password’ are supported. A click on 
Configure allowed authentication methods allows addition or removal of one of these 
authentication methods. It is possible to allow both authentication methods. The same 
dialog allows to define how many log-in attempts (wrong password or certificate) are 
allowed before the user will be locked.  
All enabled authentication methods can be specified in the corresponding dialogs. 
For token import and change token pass phrase another authentication mode can be 
enabled. For those functions it is possible to authenticate with the users token pass phrase 
if enabled.(  5.7 Token Export Policy and 5.8 Change Token Pass Phrase Policy). 
 
Note:  
Only enabled methods can be specified 
 

• Certificate 
You can define an OCSP-server to check the validity of the certificates. In case of 
authentication via certificate, an OCSP responder (e.g. sytrust CertControl  
http://www.sytrust.com/en/produkte/index.html) will check if this certificate is 
still valid or revoked. Therefore, the IP address and the Port the OCSP responder is 
listening on have to be specified. Some values of the certificate used for 
authentication (e.g. issuer, country etc.) have to be given to ensure that the 
validation request is sent to the right responder.  
E.g. all validation requests about certificates with issuer “TestCA”, country “DE”, 
organisation “testorg” and organisation unit “testunit” should be sent to the OCSP 
responder with IP “192.168.2.134” at Port “80” 
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• Password 
This dialog allows specification of the password policy for the users password to log 
on to TokenControl. A minimum required and maximum allowed length of the 
password could be defined.  
A more detailed password policy (strong password:  must contain numbers etc.) will 
follow in version 2.1.  
 
Note: 
Strong pass phrase is currently not supported 
 

5.4 Authorization Policy 

The Authorization Policy defines which policy operations (rights) can be accessed by a 
certain user group. Only functions of TokenControl V2 activated here will be available (and 
even visible) for the certain user group. This policy is queried first. So if a certain function 
is not enabled here, the users will not even see this function at the TokenControl V2 
navigation menu (e.g. if you unmark Token Export in Authorization policy of group 
‘users’,  the users in this group will not be able to export tokens. This users won’t even 
see Token Import in the Token Management submenu when they log in to 
TokenControl V2 GUI).  
When activating these functions for certain groups, it is necessary for most functions to 
configure the corresponding policy in Group Management. This dialog only provides 
to set certain rights. More detailed specifications of those rights have to be done at the 
corresponding policies in the submenu of Group Management (  5.1 to 5.13 ) 
For certain policy options (Key Recovery, Token Import, User Management, Policy 
Configuration and Group Configuration) it is necessary to assign certain groups for 
those the selected function should be allowed. 
 

• Certificate Management 
Allows users of the group this policy is activated for, to proclaim other 
trusted TokenControls to this one, by importing their signing certificates. It 
also legitimates users to import the certificates of the certificate authorities 
(CAs) that issued and signed the certificates used to authenticate at 
TokenControl. (  7.1 to 7.1.2) 
No more specific rules have to be set. 

 
• Token Import 

Allows users of the group this policy is activated for, are allowed to import 
new tokens for assigned group members (  5.6 Token Import Policy). 

 
• Token Export 
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Allows users of the group this policy is activated for, to export their tokens. 
The Token Export policy (  5.7 Token Export Policy) allows enabling of 
Authentication with Descrambling (  5.7 Token Export Policy). 

 
• Change Token Pass Phrase 

Allows users of the group this policy is activated for, to change the 
passwords of the user tokens. 
At Change Token Pass Phrase policy (  5.8 Change Token Pass Phrase 
Policy) it is possible to specify this policy (e.g. define maximum password 
length) 

 
• Change User Password 

Allows users of the group this policy is activated for, to change their 
TokenControl login password. The password policy (e.g. define maximum 
password length etc.) is specified at 5.3 Authentication Policy. 

 
• Key Recovery 

This allows enabling of key recovery function (  4.4 Key Recovery). The 
groups for these token import should be allowed have to be assigned at Key 
Recovery policy (  5.5 Key Recovery Policy) 

 
• Policy Configuration 

Allows users of the group this policy is activated for, to change any policy 
settings (  5.1 to 5.13). If it is enabled, Policy Configuration policy (  
5.11 Policy Configuration Policy) allows to specify what certain policies the 
users are allowed to edit for assigned groups. 

 
• User Management 

Allows users of the group this policy is activated for, to use all functions of 
the User Management module (  6 User Management). If it is enabled, 
User Management policy (  5.9 User Management Policy) allows 
specification of which groups these functions are applicable to and what 
functions are accessible. 

 
• Group Management 

Allows users of the group this policy is activated for, to create or delete a 
whole group (  5 Group Management). Whether it should be allowed to add, 
delete or both is specified at Group Management policy (  5.10 Group 
Management Policy) 

 
• Group Configuration 

Allows users of the group this policy is activated for, to add or delete and to 
deactivate recovery. If not set, those Group Management submenu 
functions will not be available for users belonging to the group this policy is 
set for. If Group Configuration is enabled, it is possible to specify at 
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Group Configuration policy ( 5.12 Group Configuration Policy) which 
operations are allowed for assigned groups. 

 
• Storage Configuration 

Allows users of the group this policy is activated for, to edit the 
configuration of the TokenControl storages (  7.8 Storage Configuration). It 
can be exactly specified which storages can be edited at 7.8 Storage 
Configuration. 

 
• Logging 

Allows users of the group this policy is activated for, to view the Logs of 
TokenControl V2 (  7.10 Log). 

 
• Status 

Allows users of the group this policy is activated for, to view recent status 
information of TokenControl V2 (  7.9 Status). 

 

5.5 Key Recovery Policy 

The Key Recovery policy defines for which groups a certain user group is allowed to 
recover tokens. To recover tokens for your own group you must assign your own group in 
this policy. To assign a certain group, simply select the group from Available Groups and 

 it to Assigned Groups . 
 

5.6 Token Import Policy 

The Token Import Policy defines for which groups one member of a certain user group is 
allowed to import tokens. To import tokens for your own group it is necessary to assign 
your own group in this policy. 
To assign a certain group simply select the group from Available Groups and move it to 
Assigned Groups (  button) 
It is possible to define an initial password policy (at least the minimum required and 
maximum allowed password length) for newly imported tokens. 
 
Note: 
Strong Pass phrase is currently not supported. 

5.7 Token Export Policy 

Allow Authentication with Descrambling means that a user can authenticate with a pass 
phrase of any stored token when he wants to export a token. This is an additional method 
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of authentication and the addressed pass phrase is the pass phrase that enables the user to 
encrypt a token and it is not (necessary) similar with the pass phrase the user needs to 
authenticate at TokenControl V2 login. 

5.8 Change Token Pass Phrase Policy 

This dialog allows the setting of the pass phrase policy for token pass phrases. 
Allow Authentication with Descrambling means that a user is allowed to authenticate 
with a pass phrase of any (of his)stored tokens when he wants to change the pass phrase 
for his tokens.  
Minimally required and maximally allowed token pass phrase length can be defined in this 
dialog. 
 
Note: 
Strong Pass phrase is currently not supported. 
 

5.9 User Management Policy 

The User Management policy defines if members of the group (you edit policy for) are 
allowed to add, delete, lock or unlock users. You have to assign the groups for these this 
operations should be allowed (select group from available groups and  to 
Assigned Groups) and select which operations could be done (add, delete, lock, unlock).  
 
Note: 
It is only possible to define the possible operations for all assigned groups. 
 

5.10   Group Management Policy 

In the Group Management policy it is defined if users are allowed to add or/and delete 
groups. 
 

5.11   Policy Configuration Policy 

The Policy Configuration policy defines for which groups users are allowed to change the 
policy. This is a very sensitive policy and should be set very carefully. If you allow a user to 
change the policy for the group he belongs to, he will be able to get all rights by changing 
his “own” group policy. 
 
Note: 
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It is only possible to define the possible policies for all assigned groups together. 
 

5.12   Group Configuration Policy 

The Group Configuration policy allows to set /delete rights for group members 
concerning creating and/or deleting usage IDs, deactivating recovery, activating 
synchronization of pass phrases per usage ID or toggle history status. Means rights 
concerning all functions explained in chapter 5 Group Management can be 
enabled/disabled for certain groups in this dialog. It is necessary to select the groups for 
which certain actions should refer to (select group from available groups and  to 
Assigned groups). Now all users of the group this policy is set for, are allowed to proceed 
the specified actions (e.g. create usage ID) for all assigned groups  
 
Note:  
It is only possible to define the possible rights for all assigned groups. 

 

5.13   Storage Configuration Policy 

The Storage Configuration policy defines what certain storage configuration can be 
edited (e.g. User Configuration Storage URL, User Token Storage URL etc.) by members of 
certain groups. For more detailed description of the specific storage configurations please 
read paragraph 7.8 Storage Configuration. A user of the group (the policy is considered 
for) will only be able to edit (or even see) the here selected storages. 
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6 User Management 

The User Management module of TokenControl V2 allows creating or editing 
TokenControl V2 users, to lock or unlock a certain user and to set a users TokenControl 
login password. Lock/Unlock function and the set TokenControl V2 login password 
function are arranged by groups in the submenu (displays already existing Groups) of the 
User Management module. 
A click on User Management opens a dialog that provides the possibility to create and 
edit users.  
Opening the submenu (by clicking the ) shows existing groups whereby a click on a 
certain group opens a dialog to specify a certain user. After selecting a certain user a 
dialog to lock/unlock and to the set login password for this user will open. 
 

 
User Management functions 
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6.1 Create a user 

To create a new TokenControl V2 user, select an existing group from the Group drop down 
menu  (Note: group must already exist) where the new user should belong to 
(depends on different policy/rights for users belonging to certain groups). Assign a new 
user ID to the user and set a TokenControl login password (password is optional. Depends 
on authentication policy of the selected group  5.3 Authentication Policy). The inputs 
will be confirmed with a click on . 
 
Note:  
A user ID must be unique at TokenControl. It is not allowed that an identic user ID exists 
in different groups. If you try to set an existing user ID, TokenControl V2 will report that 
the user ID already exists and that the user could not be created. 
 

6.2 Edit a user 

The Edit user dialog provides to lock/unlock existing users and to set a TokenControl V2 
login password. 
Therefore, TokenControl V2 provides several possibilities to select existing users. If the 
specific user ID is known, simply search by user ID. If the user ID exists, a new dialog will 
open that provides the possibility to lock/unlock the user or to reset his TokenControl V2 
login password. 
Another possibility is to type in a group name in the User/Group ID field. If this group 
exists, TokenControl V2 will open a new dialog where all users of the group are listed. 
From this list a certain user can be selected for editing.  
A third possibility to find certain users is to expand the User Management menu (by 
clicking the ) to display all existing groups in the User Management submenu. 
Clicking a certain group will display a list of all users belonging to the selected group. From 
this list certain users can be selected for editing.  
 
After the user is specified (or selected out of a groups user list), a dialog for editing 
certain user properties will open. 
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User Management submenu functions 

 
This dialog displays information about the user as well as about his lock status and it 
provides possibilities to lock/unlock the user and to set the users TokenControl V2 login 
password.  
If a users status is LOCKED (e.g. when user tried to authenticate several times with wrong 
pass phrase  5.3 Authentication Policy)he is not able to login at TokenControl V2. The 
user can be unlocked by a click on . 
If a users status is NOT LOCKED, he should be able to login at TokenControl V2. It is 
possible to lock the user by a click on the  button, to prevent that the user can login 
at TokenControl V2 any longer (e.g. the user left the company). 
The same dialog also provides the possibility to set/reset the TokenControl V2 login 
password for the selected user. Therefore simply assign a new password and verify your 
entry  
Unset user Password allows to disable the user lock in via password, even is password 
authentication is allowed for the group the user belongs to. If the password is unset, the 
specified user can not lock in at TC v2 any more using a pass phrase. Authentication via 
descrambling or certificate is still possible if legitimated in group policy (  see 5.3) 
Note:  
Watch policy settings of Authentication of the group the user is a member of, to be 
conform with the password policy  5.3.  
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After verifying these entries by clicking , the user can log in with the 
new TokenControl V2 login password (when authentication via password is allowed  see 
5.3 Authentication Policy). 

7 Administration 

The TokenControl V2 GUI Administration module allows to edit most settings of 
TokenControl V2 software and it provides detailed status reports as well as log 
information.  
Furthermore this module allows to set and edit all system important certificates and keys, 
to define some default settings and to specify other systems the TokenControl V2 software 
communicates with. Some of system critical administrative settings must only be set at 
first TokenControl V2 configuration (  see specific TokenControl V2 Configuration 
Manager documentation) and it is not necessary to change these settings constantly. 
Therefore these settings (e.g. system key) are only available to the administrator and they 
can not be authorized by group policy. 
A click on Administration will display detailed information about the TokenControl 
V2 certificate. 
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Administration function 
 
Name displays information about country (C) , organisation (O), organisational unit (OU) 
and common name (CN)  of the TokenControl V2 certificate. 
Issuer displays the same information about the issuer (CA) certificate that signed the 
TokenControl V2 certificate. 
Validity dates and the purposes of the TokenControl V2 certificate are displayed in plain 
text, here. 
A click on  will expand the Administration module and the Administration 
submenu will appear. 
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Administration submenu 

7.1 Certificate Management  

The Certificate Management allows to proclaim other trusted TokenControls  (  see 
7.1.1 Trusted Token Controls)to yours by importing their certificates. It is also necessary 
to import the certificates of the certificate authorities (CAs) that issued and signed the 
certificates used to authenticate at TokenControl (see  5.3 Authentication Policy) to 
ensure that TokenControl trusts these CAs.  
 

7.1.1 Trusted Token Controls 

To use more collaborative TokenControl V2 machines it is necessary to add the certificates 
of the machines you want to grant access to, to ensure that your TokenControl V2 trusts 
the other machines.  
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Certificate Management submenu (Trusted TokenControl V2s) 

 
To import another TokenControl V2 certificate simply search the certificate that should be 
added and verify your choice by clicking . 
 

7.1.2 Issuer Certificates 

If authentication with certificate is enabled (  see 5.3 Authentication Policy), it is to 
assure that TokenControl V2 owns the CA certificate of the issuing CA to ensure correct 
mapping from distinguished name to user ID.  
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Certificate Management submenu (Issuer Certificates) 

 
The next step is, that TokenControl V2 has to map the distinguished name (DN) of the user 
certificate to a user name registered within TokenControl. Therefore a format string must 
be specified to create a user ID from the different parts of the DN. 
 
E.g. 
‘String%c’  is mapped to the string ‘Stringpaul’ , if the common name (CN) of the 
certificates distinguished name (DN) is ‘paul’.   
 

List of defined Mapping Formats: 
 
• %C   country 
• %S  state 
• %O  organisation 
• %o  organisation unit 
• %c  common name 
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7.2 Transparent Import Key 

If a token should be imported transparent (means that the user will not immediately see 
that a new token was imported as he can fetch this token with his old pass phrase  4.3 
Change Pass Phrase), it is necessary to define a key that will be used to encrypt the token 
temporary, to ensure that all tokens are stored encrypted. This key is only used temporary 
by TokenControl V2 software to encrypt the token. After first export of the token, it will 
be encrypted with the users former token pass phrase.  
The transparent import key is not restricted by any policy (no maximal/minimal length or 
other restrictions). This key is stored encrypted and only known by the Token Control V2 
software. 
 

7.3 System Key 

The system key allows (additional) encryption of all stored data (e.g. additional 
encryption of tokens, pass phrases etc.) to ensure that all data is encrypted with a secure 
key (chosen by administrator). This key is stored encrypted and only known by the Token 
Control V2 software. To define what tokens or pass phrases should be encrypted with the 
system key see 7.7 Storage Security. If no system key is set, it is not possible to define an 
explicit storage security (TokenControl V2 GUI will advise the user to set system key in 
this case). 
 
Note: 
It is strongly recommended that the system key is set at TokenControl setup before any 
token has been imported. 
 

7.4 Default Import Group 

Obsolete in TokenControl version 2.0. Only ensures compatibility to older versions of 
TokenControl. Allows setting default import group. If no import group is specified at the 
command line based TokenControl V2 Client, the chosen group is set as default for token 
import. 
 

7.5 Remote Recovery TokenControl V2  

This function allows definition of remote TokenControl machines that will be used for 
saving recovery tokens. It is necessary to specify the remote machines by their IP address 
and the port these machines listen on. If no path for saving recovery tokens is set at 
Storage Configuration (  see 7.8 Storage Configuration) it is necessary to define a 
remote TokenControl V2 to store or read recovery tokens. It is possible (but not necessary) 
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to define more than one remote TokenControl. Note that the remote TokenControl 
machines must trust this TokenControl (which is configured to store recovery tokens at a 
the remote machine) and therefore need the certificate of this TokenControl (  see 7.1.1 
Trusted Token Controls). 
 

7.6 Remote Recovery Pass Phrase  

This function allows definition of remote TokenControl machines that will be used for 
saving recovery pass phrases. It is necessary to specify the remote machines by their IP 
address and the Port these machines listen on. If no path for saving recovery pass phrases 
is set at Storage Configuration (  see 7.8 Storage Configuration), it is necessary to 
define a remote TokenControl to store recovery pass phrases. It is possible to define more 
than one remote TokenControl.  
 
Note:  
The remote TokenControl machines must trust this TokenControl  (which is configured to 
store recovery tokens at a the remote system) and therefore need the certificate of this 
TokenControl (  see 7.1.1 Trusted Token Controls) 
 

7.7 Storage Security 

Storage Security allows additional encryption of stored user tokens, recovery tokens and 
recovery pass phrases. This function provides additional security as tokens can be stored 
additionally encrypted with a secure key set by the system administrator.  
 
Note:  
Function not available if no system key is set. TokenControl V2 GUI will remind you in this 
case  (  see 7.3 System Key). 
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Storage Security dialog 

 
To encrypt tokens or pass phrases with the system key at storage, it is necessary to 
activate encryption by choosing a certain encryption algorithm from the drop down menu 
(encryption with system key is deactivated if no encryption algorithm is selected). 
TokenControl V2 provides only triple DES algorithm so far. Confirming the selection with 

 will ensure that the selected tokens or pass phrases are encrypted with the system key 
(  see 7.3 System Key). 
Parameters are reserved for additional options which may be requested for future 
algorithms. 
 
Note: 
To ensure higher security of TokenControl, it is recommended to activate the encryption of 
recovery pass phrases as these will not be stored encrypted, otherwise. 
 

7.8   Storage Configuration 

Storage Configuration allows to define the path where TokenControl V2 stores tokens, 
pass phrases or configuration data. To provide accurate operation of TokenControl V2, this 
configurations should be set once at TokenControl V2 set-up. These settings should not be 
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changed when TokenControl is in use as the software needs to know where to find existing 
tokens and pass phrases. 
 
Version 2.0 of TokenControl supports two schemes to specify the storage path. 
 

• file:/  specifies an existing path on local TokenControl 

• oracle:/ specifies an existing Table in an oracle database 

• generic:/ specifies another filetype as oracle or file 

 
More schemes will be available in future versions. 
 

 
Storage Configuration settings 

 
User Configuration Storage allows to set the storage for TokenControl user data. 
Usernames, their TokenControl V2 login pass phrases and a small logfile (which logs the 
users attempts to authenticate at TokenControl) will be stored at the defined location. 
The User Token defines the storage location of all imported user tokens. 
If recovery is enabled at the group policy, all recovery tokens are stored at the 
Recovery Token Storage (too). 
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Recovery Pass Phrase specifies the location where all token recovery pass phrases are 
stored. 
Directories where issuer certificates (  see 7.1.2 Issuer Certificates) and trusted  
TokenControl certificates (  see 7.1.1 Trusted Token Controls) are stored can be 
defined within this dialog, too. 
Additionally the Policy Configuration Storage allows to set the storage location of all 
Policy Configuration settings. Logging storage locations can be defined, too. If 
Append is activated, new log entries are appended to the logfile. Otherwise the new 
log entries will overwrite existing log data. The drop down menu allows to select the 
log level, means, what error messages (e.g. info, warning or emergency 
messages)should be logged. Rotate allows to define how many logfiles of what size 
should be used for storage of log messages. E.g. 3,1000 means that 3 logfiles will be 
created that can achieve maximum size of 1000 Kilobyte. Log messages will be stored 
in file 1 till the defined maximum size is reached. Then all log data will be stored in 
file 2 and so on. If the last file achieves maximum size, log messages will overwrite file 
1. 

 

7.9   Status 

This function provides detailed information about the status of the TokenControl V2 as well 
as the status of existing groups and users. 
 

• Token Control status 
Clicking on TokenControl in the submenu of Status displays detailed information 
about the status of TokenControl V2. The user gets general status information e.g. 
hostname, runtime or local availability of storages as well as detailed information 
about request processing time. 
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General Status information 
 
 

 
Request statistic 
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Request processing time 

 
• Group 

The submenu Group allows selection of an existing group from a drop down menu 
to display detailed status information about this group. 
 
 
 

group_id   shows id of the 
selected group 
num_user   number of 
existing users in the selected group 
usage ID_list   lists all existing 
usage IDs for selected group 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• User 
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The submenu User allows selection of an existing user from a drop down menu to 
display detailed status information about the selected user. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

7.10   Log 

The Log function allows a user friendly view at the TokenControl V2 logs. It can be 
selected which fields of the log should be displayed and how many entries should be 
displayed per page. 
To isolate the viewed log it is possible to add personally configured filters. By selecting 

 a new dialog will open where it is possible to define personal filter criteria. 
At first it is necessary to choose the filter that should be specified from the pull down 
menu. Confirming the selection by clicking  will open a new dialog that allows 
definition of specific filter criteria.  
The new personal filter rule will be displayed. The Log will now be filtered by selected 
criteria. 
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Add new rule dialog 

 
 
E.g. 
If you want to define an alternative filter, for example view logs with log level “critical” 
and view logs with log level “error” just add two filters. The first filter should include the 
filter criteria log level = “critical” and the second filter includes the filter criteria log 
level = “error”. Now all log entries with log level = “critical” or log level = “error” will be 
displayed.  
 
 

8 Logout 

Logout from TokenControl V2. 
 


